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Something powerful and healing happens to me when I 

make a healing doll and discover its meaning in the  

process. What I experience is transformative; a release of 

stress; a willingness to be open to possibilities; a change  

in disabling beliefs. This is my definition of healing. 

 

My work as a healing doll artist was initially informed and 

inspired by the work of Brenna Busse, Elinor Peace Bailey’s 

book Mother Plays With Dolls, and a sharing and nurturing 

friendship with polymer clay artist Maureen Carlson. My 

first doll started with a small strawberry root from my gar-

den. I pulled it from the earth, washed off the soil, and 

turned it upside down, visualizing the root as the hair. I 

wrapped her in a few small fibers, glued on a small clay 

face, and embellished it with a small bell. For several years 

afterwards, this was my process: harvest roots each fall, 

form dolls with and from them, and allow the roots’ shapes 

to inspire the design of the dolls. 

 

My dolls are figurative sculptures and emotional metaphors that express feelings, beliefs, 

and connections to body, mind, and spirit. Sometimes I begin with a feeling, a struggle, or a 

wish to visualize some internal and invisible energy. I do this to visually speak to it and to 

develop a relationship with a hidden aspect of myself. Other times I simply delight in playing 

with the materials, colors, and shapes to see what results from immersing myself in the crea-

tive process. All of my dolls mirror some aspect of my hidden personal beliefs and stories. 

 

I especially like to use roots, sticks, and materials from nature because they invite me to 

move out of routine and expected body forms. My goal is always to make a doll that is com-

plete, congruent in color and design, and expresses an emotional experience, tells a healing 

story, or visualizes a spiritual connection. 

 

I am inspired by body-mind healing, women’s empowerment and development, archetypes, 

depth psychology (as in the work of Carl Jung), shamanism, creative process, and spirituality. 

Barb Kobe  - Artist Statement 
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Making art in any form is a powerful, creative tool for learning, transformation, change, 

and growth. Using art paper dolls along with your personal images offers a fun, freeing, 

and creative way to express feelings and explore the inner and outer dimensions of 

your mind, body, and spirit. The creative process will support you in visualizing your 

transpersonal goals and getting in touch with your body, mind, and emotions as they 

are today, and explore how they were in the past. 

 

The idea for creating an Inner Selfie came from a 

group activity. I was attending a women’s group that 

used art making as part of the process. We were 

told to bring in pictures of ourselves at different ages 

to help us remember stories from our past. We then 

created collages using one or more of the images.  

I looked at my pictures and wondered what would 

happen if I started with baby me and built a concen-

tric hug totem pole. I cut out each image and glued 

them around each other one at a time, each layer 

hugging a younger version of myself. 

 

When it was done, I stepped back and took pause, 

emotionally touched by the image. How would my 

life have been different if each version of me had 

been able to embrace and love the previous ver-

sion? What would I notice if I imagined that each 

part of me held a core piece of my original creative 

energy. I’m still deeply moved by this image. 

 

While attending Brene Brown’s Daring Greatly online 

classes, I created two journal pages (next two 

pages) focusing on my inner little girl. I loved this 

process of gluing down pictures of myself at  

different ages and surrounding them with color, art, 

and affirmative messages and words. 

 

 

3 Art Doll Selfies for Fun & Self Discovery  
There is multitude of ways to play with discovering your inner selves. 
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At one point I wrote the words Young Female Force, I had never thought of myself as 
that.  After the pages were done I stood back and took in all the beauty and affirma-
tion of my life. I wanted to know more about her. I wanted to remember this little girl 
and imagine what it would be like to have her presence within my reach. I wanted to 
understand what decisions she made about her life and how I could revisit those 
times and make conscious choices to change a thing or two or rewrite a belief, 
thought or story. I wondered what if I could have been able to take selfies of myself 
back then with as much ease and fun as I as watch my daughter uses in taking pic-
tures of my six year old granddaughter with her phone. How could I take an inner  
selfie of a past self? 
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     What is a selfie? 
     A selfie is an empowering photographic form of self-expression where 

     the photographer and the subject are both you. It’s a pure and honest 

     artistic pursuit to document the world by inserting yourself in it. 

 

Why take a selfie? 
You take a selfie: 

 · to genuinely express yourself and what you are doing or thinking. 

 · to build your self-image, encouraging confidence in your outer appearance. 

 · to get attention. 

 · because it’s a fun, interesting, and “cool” way to document your own life. 

 

Why is being seen so important? 
While we’re usually always visible, we’re not always seen or noticed. Unwanted  

attention can be scary and voluntarily drawing attention to yourself takes courage. 

But stepping up and allowing yourself to be seen is empowering and holds a power-

ful gift: seeing yourself in action and discovering what is possible for you in this  

lifetime. 

 

Why use art to learn and experience more of yourself? 
Brene Brown says “The fastest way to move information from head to heart is 

through our hands from creating.” Our culture has taught us that the product of the 

creative process is what counts, is important, and has value. But the creative process 

itself can be healing. Expressing yourself artistically can help you find parts of your 

creative self and discover the types of art that really speak to you. In making your 

Selfie art dolls you are able to see yourself in a new and artistic way. You move into a 

potentially transformative space of remembering, renewing, and reenergizing your 

ways of being, doing, and creating. 

 

 

 
I believe making healing dolls will help you live peacefully and confidently in your body and  
experience your body as a vibrant, creative force. In essence, your feeling and healing dolls will  
help you be at home in your body. - Barb Kobe from The Art of Transformative Healing Dolls. 

 

 

 

 

 

About Selfies 
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 What Selfie Dolls Will I Be Making 
 

Why create Selfie dolls and what’s involved? 

The objective of making these Selfie dolls (aside from being creative and having fun) 
is for you to reconnect with your Creative Guardian, rediscover your Original Inner 
Creative, and rumble with your Inner Critic. I will provide instructions for making a 
collaged art paper doll for each of these entities. You can get even more inspiration 
and instructions in my previous e-book, Self Discovery Art Paper Dolls by clicking on 
this link on my webpage: www.barbkobe.com  

 
Selfie #1 Creative Guardian 
Your Creative Guardian is the creative inner parent that holds space 

for you to explore, be creative, test boundaries, and let your imagina-

tion run wild, as well as experience different personalities, feelings, 

ideas, and roles. A great Creative Guardian doesn’t control or shut 

down the process; she establishes safe, flexible boundaries for crea-

tive risk taking. Your Creative Guardian will give your inner child per-

mission to play, love them unconditionally no matter what, give them 

affirmation, and cheer them on. This safe, supportive atmosphere  

allows you to rediscover your inner child (your Original Inner Creative) and learn 

more about who you are. This doll often takes the form of a guardian angel, a grand-

mother, a champion, an ancestor, a spirit guide, a totem animal, or a compassionate 

Mother Earth figure. In my book The Transformative Art of Healing Dolls, this is sim-

ply called the Guardian.   
 

Selfie #2  Original Inner Creator - Intuitive Child 
The intelligence of creativity comes from the child, the Inner Creator. 

Young children’s job is to grow and explore their world, learning who 

they are and ways they have power. They create to play and for the 

thrill of inventing. They create from the center of their being, an  

authentic place, unpolluted, unconditional, a place that does not suf-

fer any influences or limitations of form or content. If nurtured, a 

child will discover what she needs to create is already inside of her 

and she will have her first experience with their intuition. Children 

who are encouraged to play and be creative learn to listen to them-

selves through their creativity. They also learn to think for them-

selves and trust their feelings. In fact intuition is a wise, strong and authentic voice 

that guides children to trust and express themselves.  
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Selfie #3 Inner Critic ( Judge and Bully) 
The voice that tells you “that’s not good enough” and tries to 

sabotage your creativity is your Inner Critic. This bully is fed by 

everything and everyone in our culture that judges you and your 

creations, leaving creativity wounds. Creativity wounds make you 

feel hurt and confused. When wounded, you usually started 

doubting your creative ability. You take on the belief that creativ-

ity is just another struggle and lose much of your enthusiasm and 

attraction for it. After being wounded, you can still create when 

asked to, but you do it mostly for the outcome, to please and impress, always wanting 

to be liked and appreciated. 

 

You can trust that your Inner Critic, an oppositional or negative character, will show 

up when making any kind of art, and making healing dolls is no exception. Think 

about the part of you that judges the selfies you take, making you hate and erase 

them. Your Inner Critic is around when you speak critically to yourself or others. In 

my book The Transformative Art of Healing Dolls, this is called the Scapegoat.  

It is an image of who or what you blame for negative feelings, or it represents feel-

ings you want numb and push into hiding. It gets in the way of you reaching your 

goals, creative or otherwise. In the making of your Inner Critic doll you will find crea-

tive ways to rumble with your Inner Critic. You might even find that your Inner Critic 

has a positive intention in the process. Inner Critic dolls often take the form of mon-

sters; angry, scared, or sad creatures; bullies; judges; and meanies. 

 

Selfie Self Care 
As you are making your Inner Critic Selfie you will probably experience lots of feel-

ings, most of them uncomfortable. It will not be clear where they are coming from or 

what they are about. Be with yourself when these feelings show up and make art 

about them, maybe a few small Selfies that show different feelings being expressed. 

You might decide to create a feeling mask and put it over your Inner Critic’s face.  

See Feeling Face Masks on page 24 of this e-book. 
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Making Your Creative Guardian Selfie (Inner Parent) 
A nurturing Creative Guardian offers unconditional love. She sends the message that 
“you are lovable and capable.” She gives gentle, supportive care and makes sure 
your needs are met, all while being kind, compassionate, and loving. She offers mes-
sages that say, “I believe you know how to do that, and if you don’t you can ask me 
for help.” She will also invite you to be playful and trust and use your intuition, espe-
cially when you are expressing yourself through the arts. It’s her job to create an en-
vironment for the Inner Child that is safe and holds utter respect for the creative 
process, a space where success and failure are absent and feelings and intuition are 
free to be explored. 
 

Finding Your Creative Guardian’s Face and Body Parts 
 
Questions to Consider: 
 What images come to your mind when you think about being nurtured, loved,  

and cared for? 
 Who in your life has been a creative, loving parent or guardian? 
 Who in your life has supported your creative potential and process? 
 
Ideally use or take photos of your adult self that exude kindness or happiness, as your 
Creative Guardian will appear to nurture your inner child—your Original Inner Creative. 
If another image come to mind when you think of a 
loving, nurturing person then use a picture of 
them. 
 
Find or take photos of faces and, if possible, of 
arms and hands. Decide on what size you want 
your figure to be. For example, I printed out a 
photo of my face. I used watercolor paper to de-
sign a body, arms, and hands to fit the size of the 
face. I colored the entire piece of paper with wa-
tercolor markers, gel pens, and rubber stamps. 
Once it was dry, I cut out the figure, arms, and 
hands and attached them to the face. You’ll find a 
pattern for this doll on page 25. 
 
You can also add a pocket onto your Creative 
Guardian to store affirmations and permission 
slips to give to your Original Inner Creative (inner 
child). I put a pocket at the bottom of my Creative 
Guardian that I call “Holding Space for My Self.” 
You will be using this pocket when all your figures 
are complete and you begin to play with the dolls. 
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Making Your Original Inner Creative Selfie 
Your inner child represents your first, original self that entered into this world. It contains 
your capacity to experience wonder, joy, innocence, sensitivity, and playfulness. We live in a 
society that forces us to repress our inner child so we can grow up to be adults. However, 
these muted qualities of childhood can be reawakened and become creative resources that 
contribute to feelings of wholeheartedness. 
 
One of the key qualities of the Original Inner Creative is intuition. Michele Cassou noticed 
that “when children create, a life current passes through their being.” She calls this “intuitive 
energy.” I think it could also be called “heart energy.” When you make your Original Inner 
Creative you will get in touch with its creative and healing energies: spontaneous creation 
acts as a balancing and harmonizing principle; intuition will give expression to feelings; 
whatever is created is unique and perfectly fitted to the needs of the moment; deeply buried 
feelings come to the surface in a gentle way; inner pressures are released; you experience 
joy and vitality that is life changing; and the heart—its needs fully met—feels full. 
 
“Creativity is the intuitive balm that bring healing.” 
— Michele Cassou 

 

Finding Your Original Inner Creative’s Face and Body Parts 
 
Questions to Consider: 
 What images come to mind when you think of yourself as a child? 
 What were your favorite toys and playthings when you were a child? 
 What kinds of clothing did you wear? How were children dressed at the time you were 

that age? 
 

Ideally use a photo of yourself between the ages of three and six years old. If you cannot find 
one, use a photo of a child or take a photo of a child around that age (ask 
first, of course). Decide on what size you want your figure to be. I found 
photos of myself from the waist up holding a doll (no surprise there). I 
printed out a photo of my face so it was between two inches and two and 
one-half inches tall. Find what you can and don’t fret if you find just a face, 
a torso, or a full figure. This is where you will use collage to create a full 
figure that represents yourself as the Original Inner Creative. 
 
I imagined my inner child would wear a dress since that was how young 
girls were dressed in the 1950s. I found a design in a magazine that I liked 
and used that as inspiration to create the skirt, legs, and body. It helps to 
make your collage on card stock for stability, and it’s easy to assemble all 
the pieces with glue stick or decoupage glue. You will cut around her after 
she is fully assembled and glued together. 
 
I found two free paper doll images on Pinterest that you could use in oage 
26. You can also find your own through an Internet search, or maybe you 
already have a set of paper dolls to use in your home. 
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Where Do Our Inner Critics Come From? 
Before you make your Inner Critic Selfie, it’s important to acknowledge where it came from. 

Most creativity wounds are inflicted when we are quite young—at ages four, five, or six. 

  

Creativity wounds usually occur when someone says something critical about you—or some-

thing that you did or created—that kills your creative enthusiasm, They judge it, give it a bad 

grade, or tell you to be even more creative without providing specifics.  

 

Michelle Cassou says that there three basic intrusions into children’s creativity as they are 

creating or after they create. They are: 

What did you create? 

Why did you create that? 

Tell me something about what you created? 

You can substitute in words like draw, write, dance, cook, make, perform, etc. 

 

The words and actions your Inner Critic exhibits were influenced by the time period and cul-

ture you grew up in, as well as the messages and beliefs passed down from previous genera-

tions. Here are some common rules/messages we encounter: 

 

Right/Wrong, Good/Bad, Win/Lose 

We are told to be morally, intellectually, and socially right. Don’t make mistakes. Regard 

yourself and others harshly for errors in judgment and performance. Once a creative child 

encounters this critical model, they may: 

 

 hear and internalize chronic criticism such as name calling or statements starting with 

“you don’t,” “you can’t,” or “you never.” 

 

 believe that there is only one way to be right, and anything that doesn’t match that way 

is wrong and deserves to be criticized. 

 

 compete for attention by openly comparing their work to other children’s to prove who 

is right/wrong, the winner/loser, often breaking down the creator or their creation in the 

process attempt to hide perceived imperfections, perhaps opening them up to further 

criticism. 

 

 develop defensive habits to keep others from seeing how inadequate they feel inside. 

 

 not feel safe creating and sabotage their own work with statements like “I can’t do that” 

and “I don’t want to do that,” or find other ways to disrupt the process. 

 

 feel shame and believe there must be something wrong with them.  

 

 try not to be noticed or otherwise call attention to his or her perceived faults.  
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Judgment 
Many of us observe, learn, and develop judgmental skills as we grow up. We are en-
couraged to not only judge another’s behavior, but also judge the person for having 
engaged in the behavior—often framing ourselves as right/good/the winner by com-
parison. This is a defense mechanism to avoid feeling vulnerable, powerless and 
shame. 
 
Ignoring Feelings 
We are ridiculed and punished for displaying our emotions and told that showing 
feelings makes us look weak, that we must only show our feelings in private or not at 
all or we will put ourselves at risk. 
 
Dumb Down, Numb Out Feelings 
Acknowledging and calling attention to your true feelings probably will disturb the 
family status quo. Over time, family members develop an unspoken agreement about 
which feelings are okay or not okay to express. The family has a big stake in shutting 
down any relative expressing their true feelings because they unmindfully want to 
avoid any possibility of being exposed for anything going wrong.  
 

Dumbing down/numbing messages you may have heard: 

“You shouldn’t feel that way.” 

“Never mind, go to your room.” 

“Don’t be scared, angry, or sad.” 

 
Blaming 

Blaming someone/something else for something we may or may not have done can 
protect us from the fear of being exposed. We don’t want to be seen as wrong, weak, 
or flawed, so we blame another person, process, or thing. If you are blamed for some-
thing, it is not uncommon to feel startled. You feel shocked and threatened, having 
no clue as to what is going on.  
 
Blaming sounds like: 
 

“It’s all your fault!” 

“Liar!” 

“You never . . . !” 

“You always . . . !” 

 
When free from their own judgment, children build creative muscles; their new strength allow them to 
explore the immense world of creativity without losing themselves. Their power of invention grows 
and their passions blooms, They become self-reliant.  -- Michelle Cossou 
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Why Inner Critic Shows Up When Making Art 
Most adults suffered a creative wound in childhood while making art, expressing 

themselves, or just generally being creative. Being criticized, misunderstood, or  

ignored generated a sense of failure, that “I can’t create” or “my creations are no 

good.” 

Maybe an adult commented on or questioned us about our art, asking us to explain it, 

correct it, make sense of it, or either be proud or ashamed of it. This taught us that 

everything must have an explanation, that art should follow rules, that only the final 

product matters, when most of us just wanted to do what children do best: be crea-

tive and play. 

 

Consider these reasons: 

 
 We are conditioned to judge art expression. We tend to instantly like or dislike 

art. 
 
 Believe that art should follow rules. 
 
 We automatically decide what part of the art is good or bad and what should be 

changed or fixed. 
 

 As a society we are addicted to evaluating the results of ours or others creative 
work. Consider the LIKE option on Facebook and other social media. 
 

 We may have been made to feel ashamed of what we created in the past. 
 

 Being criticized, misunderstood or ignored generated a sense of failure that goes 
with the idea that I can’t create or I will create but I am not good at it. 
 

 While making art as a child an adult commented or questioned us about our art-
making. This startled the child and asked them to enter into a reality in which they 
have no answers for what they do. They are asked to explain it, correct it, make 
sense of it or either be proud or ashamed of it. 

 
 Our art was looked at a product rather than a process. 
 
 Something we created was singled out and exposed to be seen and judged. Your 

art was turned into a commodity, a product. You lost your spontaneity and became 

self-conscious and self-critical. 
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Making Your Inner Critic Selfie 
By now you probably have a pretty good idea what your Inner Critic looks like. 
Along with that, you may have remembered some old right/wrong, good/bad stories. 
There’s a lot of shame attached to those old stories, and that shame can stop you 
from making your Inner Critic Selfie. It’s pretty uncomfortable, right? This is when I 
tell my students, “It’s time to make the ugly doll.” 
 
I found it difficult to imagine my face being on my Inner Critic, but I had no trouble 
knowing what she sounded like and the words she used to criticize me. Once I fo-
cused on how the critical messages made me feel, it was easy to find a face similar to 
how I imagined my Inner Critic would look. 
 

Finding Your Inner Critic’s Face and Body Parts 
 
Questions to consider: 

 What images and feelings come to mind when you think about your Inner Critic? 

 What colors do you associate with shame and being criticized? 

 How big do you imagine your Inner Critic to be compared to your Inner Guardian 

and Original Inner Creative? 

 
Once you decide on a size, find photos that resemble your Inner Critic in magazines, 
old thrift store books, or on the Internet. Look for your Inner Critic’s face, body, arms, 
legs, hands, and feet. This doll can be the most ab-
stract and unrealistic of the three, so don’t fuss 
about making it look real, unless that’s what you’re 

going for. 
 
Once you have all your Inner Critic body parts, use 
collage to assemble it. Once again, it helps to 
make your collage on card stock for stability, and 
it’s easy to assemble all the pieces with glue stick 
or decoupage glue. You will cut around her after 
she is fully assembled and glued together. 
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Activating Your Selfies and Creating Healing Playgrounds 
OVERVIEW of Creative Activation Process 

This is where you will take the information you have read 

and move it out of head, into your heart and out through 

your hands by making paper dolls and creating healing 

playgrounds in the form of journal pages. Once the dolls 

and journal pages are prepared you will be creating envi-

ronments (creative healing playgrounds) for the stories of 

the Selfies to come alive.  You will place one or more Sel-

fie paper dolls into the environments so you can visualize 

the dialog and stories between your Selfies. I provide 

maps or templates for these. 

Read through the Permission Slips and Affirmation Mes-

sages information on pages 16 and 17 and make note of 

any messages  that you like and want to hear from another 

Selfie or give to one. There is also a list with messages 

that let you know when you are in Inner Critic territory. 

You will visit these when time comes to learn about or dia-

log with your Inner Critic. 

You will create your Selfies, at least the three discussed, 

and maybe more. Then after they are complete you will 

scan or take pictures of each one (preferable on a white 

background). Put the photos into a computer program that 

allow you to insert your photos and make them different 

sizes. I use Microsoft Publisher, MS Word should work as 

well. You will make three or more different sizes of each 

one, i.e., small, medium and large. Once you find the sizes 

you like print out. I like using presentation paper but any 

kind will work. 

You could also take your Selfies to any office supply store 

or printing center and have them reduced and enlarged. 

TAKE NOTE: If you plan on painting, drawing or writing 

over the photos and or copies of your Selfies, I suggest 

that you purchase a bottle of Clear Matte Gesso. This will 

prepare the surface for all kinds of coloring and writing  

art supplies. 
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Affirmations and Permission Slips  

You will use affirmation and permission slips to represent the voices of your Selfies when 
they speak to themselves and each other. 
 
AFFIRMATIONS 
Affirmations are positive, specific statements that help you to overcome self-sabotaging, 
negative thoughts. They help you visualize, and believe in, what you're affirming to yourself, 
helping you to make positive changes to your life. They can be used to re-program your 
thought patterns and change the way you think and feel about things. They are short positive 
statements that can help you focus on goals, get rid of negative, self-defeating beliefs and 

program your subconscious mind.   

Self-affirmations are all the things we say, do, think and feel, externally and internally, that 

indicate we are lovable and capable.  

 “Self-affirming builds self esteem and self-love and can be especially important 
 when we are tempted to discount our needs and not believe that the affirmations are 
 important or true for us. Start using affirmations by saying the messages to yourself 
 as “you” messages, When speaking from your Creative Inner Parent to the Inner Crea

 tive say “I am glad you are alive.” 

 You can affirm yourself with an “I” message when the Inner Creative is willing to 
 make the statement as a celebration or to claim that statement as a conviction that 
 the Inner Creative does believe or wants to believe -- “I’m glad I’m alive.” It’s impor
 tant to use “I” messages to yourself only when you have chosen them and not be

 cause some else told us to say them. 

 Self-esteem cannot be built around the desire to please someone else; it is an inter
 nal process about an internal set of beliefs. Affirming yourself and visualizing your

 self as if the affirmation you have chosen is already true helps you to make them so.” 

From Growing Up Again -- Jean Illsley Clarke and Connie Dawson 
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Affirmations and Permission Slips  

You will use affirmation and permission slips to represent the voices of your Selfies when 
they speak to themselves and each other. 
 
PERMISSION SLIPS 
Permission Slips are notes we write to ourselves that tell us what we are allowed to do as a 
method of getting unstuck. I first saw this concept on an online class offered by Brene 

Brown.  

Blogger, Julianne Harvey, wrote these: 
You have permission to write what you want to write. 
You are allowed to feel successful even if no one says it. 
Believe in yourself – you can do this! 

Here is how you do it. Write your name on your permission slip so 
it’s not too general. Make it specific to you. Feel the liberation that 
comes from knowing you are all you need to pursue your deepest 
desires and talents. Stop waiting for someone in authority to give 

you the green light. You are the authority. 

Permission slips are reminders that you are in the driver’s seat of 
your life. That you don’t need someone smarter, stronger or braver 

to rescue you. You can do it! 

Here’s a couple more: 
As long as I am alive, no matter what age I am, I can start a new adventure.  
 
I can learn, grow, evolve, and become expert in an area of our choosing. 

You are in charge of your own permission slips. You can move bravely forward, creating the 
future you desire, refusing to give up when the inevitable bumps and detours arise. No one 
else is going to make your dreams come true. Permission slips can help you get there when 

you feel discouraged.  

You might want to make a pocket in your Selfies to hold permission slips. The Creative Inner 

Parent has a pattern on page 25 that has a pocket for affirmations and permission slips. 
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The Inner Parent can be your Champion that has 
the courage to take a stand against your Inner 
Critic. It might tell your Inner Critic that he is 
not being helpful.  
 
The value of the Inner Parent is in helping you 
develop a process or system to achieving what 
you want. This Selfie offers nurturing and struc-
ture or guidance. When you feel a lost of what 
to do this Selfie will motivate you forward to 
devise a plan or set a goal.   
 
The Inner Parent takes care of the fragile parts 
of you that are being protected by the Inner 
Critic.  

Getting to Know Your Selfies  
 
 
Create three, two page playground 
pages for each Selfie.  
 
Make each Selfie the same size.  
Write on both pages. 
 
Be sure to include feelings and  
favorite things to play with. 
 
Gather permission statements and  
affirmation that you want to give this 
Selfie and print out, cut out and glue  
onto these pages. Design special look-
ing permission slips. 

Write everything you 
know about this Sel-
fie. Her age, favorite 
colors, what she likes 
to do. What is her 
story? 
 
What messages would 
she put into her 
pocket? 
What is her favorite 
song? Poem? Movie? 

Write everything you 
know about this Sel-
fie. Her age, favorite 
colors, what she likes 
to do. What is her 
story? 
What words does she 
say when she’s afraid 
of being creative. 
What is her Inner 
Critic song? Chant? 

Write everything you 
know about this Sel-
fie. Her age, favorite 
colors, what she likes 
to do. What is her 
story? What mes-
sages would she 
write all around her 
body? Have your In-
ner Creative draw 
a picture on this page. 

 

“How old do you think I am?” Most often we’ll 

find out that our Inner Critic thinks we’re still a 

small child. It’s as though our Inner Critic is 

stuck in time. All the effort expended to protect 

us is by a small (but loud) voice aimed at pro-

tecting a child, not a grown adult with the skills 

and experience we now possess. The more 

you’re able to show this part of yourself who 

and what you really are today, the more likely 

you’ll be able to update the Inner Critic into 

letting go of the dated concerns that little voice 

expresses to you, trying to  

protect you.  - Randy Cantrell  
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Different Selfie Stories 
Position your Guardian Selfie on one 
page and Inner Critic on the other. 
Have the two of them talk to each 
other. What affirmations would the 
Guardian give to herself (and put into 
her pocket) as she sets up boundaries 
to prevent herself from taking in the 
Inner Critic messages? 
Write a story about a time when you 
allowed the Inner Critic messages to 
prevent you from being creative.  
Are there any feeling masks that your 
Inner Critic wears besides the one you 
put on the paper doll? If so, put one of 
them on your doll. 

Position your Guardian Selfie holding 
the Inner Creative in her arms on one 
page and Inner Critic on the other. How 
does this feel? What story comes to 
mind when you look at the three of 
them on the two pages? Make the Inner 
Critic different sizes and notice 
whether the story or feelings change. 
What permission slips would the 
Guardian Selfie give to the Inner  
Creative? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Position a large photo of your Inner 
Critic on one page and a very small In-
ner Creative on the other. Write a story 
about what is happening in this picture. 
What is the Inner Creative feeling? 
Put a mask on her face that shows her 
feeling. Put another other feeling 
masks around her. Notice whether she 
feels like creating in this picture. 
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Affirmations and Permission Slips  
Use these words or rewrite them to fit your situation or conversation. You glue on or around 
your Selfies and share from one Selfie to another in journals. 

CREATIVE INNER PARENT 
 
You can learn to create from deep inside 
you and express what is unique in you. 
 
All you feelings are important. 
 
Whatever you create is done with your 
whole being and carries the stamp of  
authenticity and the beauty of your  
innocence. 
 
You can watch your growth through the art 
that you make.  
 
You can be in touch with your feelings and 
your body by using creative tools. 
 
You can reach brand new places and 
deeply hidden places within yourself by  
using your creative powers. 
 
You have an unlimited source of inspiration 
- you can do it. 
 
You can explore your feelings when you 
make art. 
 
You have a natural curiosity for discovery. 
 
You have the ability to respond to your 
world through self expression, to grow and 
to become more healthy. 
 
You have the ability to tap into the source of 
creation and feel its endless possibilities. 
 
I trust in your creative abilities; I see you 
growing in your originality and power of  
invention. 
 
You can say no and push and test limits as 
much as you need to. 
 
You can think and feel at the same time. 

It’s OK to be bold and daring when you are 
creating. 
 
It’s OK that your art doesn’t look anyone else’s 
art. Its original and courageous. 
 
Not to fear, dark or scary images express a 
release of pressure, the birth of something 
new or shedding of an inner weight. It is safe 
for you to express your feelings about life. 
 
Pure and spontaneous expression, no matter 
the images created, always bring about the 
natural healing and integration of feelings. 
 
It’s OK use your passion to create bursts 
through problems and blocks. 
 
All of your feelings and perceptions are ac-
ceptable. 
 
You can trust your intuition to help you decide 
what to do. 
 
You can know what you need and as for help. 
 
You can be powerful and ask for help at the 
same time. 
 
All of your feelings are OK with me. 
 
You can learn what is pretend and what is 
real. 
 
I love who you are and what you do. 
 
You can find a way of doing things that works 
for you. 
 
You learn when and how to disagree. 
 
My love is always with you; I trust you to ask 
for my support. 
 
SOURCES: Growing Up Again by Jean Illsley Clarke and Con-
nie Dawson and Kids Play by Michelle Cassou 
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Affirmations and Permission Slips  
Use these words or rewrite them to fit your situation or conversation. You glue on or around 

your Selfies and share from one Selfie to another in journals. 

INNER CREATIVE 
 
I use my intuition when creating. 
 
It’s OK for me to create my way. 
 
I create because I love how it makes me 
feel. 
 
The creative process is a process of  
exploration and it follows me wherever I go. 
 
The creative process has an internal heart 
felt intelligence that guides me as I change 
and grow. 
 
My art flows through the current of inspira-
tion. 
 
I trust my intuition. Intuition leads naturally 
to my self expression. 
 
I experience freedom and mystery when I 
am creating. 
 
My creative expression brings me joy and 
passion to all that I create. 
 
I have an infinite potential to create and I 
need to exercise it. 
 
I practice on relying entirely on myself to 
find my own strength and power of self ex-
pression. 
 
My inner work takes me places where I can 
listen to my intuition and heal. 
 
I can explore and experience the world in 
new and safe ways. 
 
I form secure connections with loving, kind 
and caring people. 
 
 

 
 
I think and feel for myself. 
 
All of my behaviors have consequences, posi-
tive or negative or both. 
 
I explore who I am and be curious about find-
ing out about other people. 
 
I can learn what is pretend and what is real. 
 
I love who I am and what I create. 
 
I love being a creative person. 
 
I am a creative explorer, I love to invent and 
play with my life. 
 
I trust and respect my art and my creative 
process. I can know what I know; feel what I 
feel. 
 
I look at my art without judgment.  
 
Beauty is in the innocence and truthfulness of 
my expression of my art. 
 
I enjoy being with myself, with my art. This is 
my intimate and secret place. 
 
I am self-reliant and trust my intuition. 
 
Write some of your own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from 
SOURCE: Kids Play by Michelle Cassou 
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Inner Critic 
You are Inner Critic Territory when you hear: 

Messages from Others 
 
That doesn’t look like a real ________. 
 
Oh that’s the best picture of a cat I’ve ever 
seen. Will you draw one for me? 
 
That art isn’t very nice, we don’t draw im-
ages that are bad. 
 
Here’s let me show you how to paint. 
 
Let me look at what you created. Hmm I 
think you should change the color of that 
sky. 
 
The sky is not that color, paint it the right 
color. 
 
Oh, that’s not right, here give to me so I can 
fix it. 
 
Your paintings are better than your brothers 
or 
Your painting is not as good as your sister’s. 
 
I’m worried about this painting, I’m not sure 
about what it means. Or, what other people 
will think about it if you were to show it in the 
library. 
 
Be careful with that drawing, you could ruin 
it. 
 
Please make a painting, please do it for me. 
 
You got a D in art, you’ll never be good at 
art. 
 

Add statements you’ve heard 
 

Messages You Give to Yourself 
 
I am not creative. 
 
Mine isn’t as good as hers. 
 
Mine is better than his. 
 
I shouldn’t draw/paint/make scary pictures. 
 
I don’t know how to ________. 
 
I can’t draw scary feelings.  
 
If I draw something that you don’t understand, 
what will that mean about me. 
 
I am not an artist. 
 
What I make ugly, not pretty. 
 
I am not talented. I’ll never be good at this. 
 
Tears up the picture or stomps on the painting. 
 
I want everything I make to be beautiful. If I 
make an ugly drawing that will mean I am ugly. 
 
I don't’ draw pictures of my feelings. Its too 
scary. 
 
I’m not doing it right! 
 
Add statements you’ve said. 
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BASIC SUPPLIES LIST 
 
PAPER 
   Card stock, grocery bags, shirt cardboard, cereal boxes, junk mail, specialty papers, 
   wrapping paper. 
 
SCISSORS 
 
RUBBER STAMPS 
 
DRAWING & COLORING TOOLS 
   Crayons, markers, gel pens, colored pencils, watercolor markers and paints, Sharpie 
   markers, acrylic paints 
 
GLUES 
   Matte medium, glue sticks (Uhu and Elmer’s Xtreme are best)  
   hot glue or WeldBond for attaching beads and other embellishments 
 
BRADS for attaching body parts 
 
EMBELLISHMENTS 
   No limit to what can be used to embellish your art paper dolls 
   postage stamps, beads, thread, charms, yarn, ribbon, feathers, sticks, fabric scraps 
 
CLEAR MATTE GESSO 
   Great for painting over your pages and images. Prepares them for additional paint, markers, 
   pens, and pens. 
 
RESOURCES for finding images to use in Art Paper Doll Making 
 
Pinterest is my favorite, do a search for paper dolls 
 
Use your favorite search engine to find images of body parts,  
facial features, clothing, symbols and anything else you might need. 
 
Magazines and children’s picture books 
 
Digital collage sheets (do a Pinterest search) 
 
Photo Editing: Pic Monkey 
Photoshop Elements 
 
You might want to create an avatar of yourself using  the Bitmoji app 
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Barb Kobe 
Artist, Teacher, Mentor, Coach 
Guiding, modeling, mentoring and supporting women toward reconnecting 
with their intuition, bodies, emotions and wisdom using creative processes. 
 
 
Learn More about the Art of Healing Dolls 
Why Use Doll Making for Healing, Transformation and Personal Growth 
 
When I began designing and making sets of feeling puppets, I noticed that I 
could transfer a feeling from inside me into a puppet/doll and talk to it and 
with it. When I used my feeling puppets and dolls in conversations with chil-

dren the dolls brought about a safe, non-threatening, emotional discussion. When I spoke to parents 
groups about emotional communication using the puppets, I listened to stories about stuffing feelings 
and never having learned how to talk about feelings, let alone express them through art making. This 
was the beginning of my realization that when making a doll and showing it, the doll could be used as 
an instrument for change, growth and healing. 
 
You can change how you see yourself making a doll. You can talk to yourself using a doll that you 
made. You can use the imagery of doll making--thought in concrete visual form--to focus your energy 
into evolving new ways of being and doing. Doll makers create symbols of an emotion, a feeling, a 
sensation, a struggle or a celebration. A self made doll, a figurative form, can stand as an honoring of 
something sacred outside or within you. Dollmaking is different than any other form of art...it allows 
you the experience of holding a part of yourself in your hands. You become your own witness of your 
life, feeling it and embodying it.      
 

 
I am in the process of finishing my book on dollmaking and healing, The 
Transformative Art of Healing Dolls: A Guided Creative Journey Making 
Art Dolls for Self-Awareness, Discovery and Healing. 
 
It includes my story about how I became a healing artist making art dolls 
focused on my personal life transformation and how you can become a 
healing artist making your own dolls. I also share the stories  
and dolls of my students who participated in my online Medicine Dolls 
classes for over fifteen years. Then you are guided through a process of 
making each of the healing doll archetypes: Guardian, Scapegoat, Loving 
Kindness, Talisman, and Inner Healer. 
 
I offer a 12 month long online class twice a year based on the book. The e-

Course is offered in two sections: Discovery (2 months long) and Awareness & Healing (10 months 
long). Two video conferences twice a month. Students make at least six dolls, the archetypes, and usu-
ally more. The year-long class is designed to allow you to move through the making process at your 
own pace. Curriculum is from my upcoming book as well as files and resources from online classes. 
You can read a complete, detailed description of the class by visiting http://www.barbkobe.com/class-
description.html  
 
I love making art and healing dolls and continue to do so. 
 
Visit my online gallery http://www.barbkobe.com 
 
Like me on my Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/BarbKobeArt/ 
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